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NOTATION 
The following notation is used 
(r,6,z) cylindrical coordinates 
arr> ct66» °ZZ normal stresses in the r,6, and z 
directions respectively 
CpQ, Opz, Cqz shear stresses 
© ( = arr + a@@ + crzz) stress invariant 
err> e00> eZz normal strains in the r,8, and z 
directions respectively 
erg? erz» e6z shear strains 
Up, u@, uz displacements in the r,G, and z 
directions respectively 
E Young's modulus 
a Poisson's ratio 
à Laplace's operator in cylindrical 
coordinates independent of 6, i.e., 
A =-§L * 1 _3_ +_f_ 
dr® r dr dz: 
m,n positive integers 
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INTRODUCTION 
The present investigation is concerned with the formula­
tion and solution of a mixed boundary value problem in the 
theory of elasticity in cylindrical coordinates. The parti­
cular problem is that of determining the stresses and dis­
placements in the interior and on the boundary of an infinite 
circular cylinder when a finite band of displacement is pre­
scribed on a portion of its lateral surface; the remainder of 
the surface is stress free. The finite band of displacement 
could be produced by shrink-fitting a rigid collar onto the 
cylinder, and because of this the solution of the problem may 
be of some interest in the realm of machine design. 
Harding and Sneddon (1) and Chong (2) have treated the 
problems of the indentation of a semi-infinite medium by an 
axially-symmetric rigid punch in both rectangular and cylin­
drical coordinates. The present problem may be considered as 
an analogue of these in a medium unbounded in only one dimen­
sion rather than two. 
Okubo (3) has treated the problem of a finite circular 
cylinder with a press-fitted collar taking into account the 
stresses in the collar as well as those in the cylinder. His 
approach was to assume stress functions for the cylinder and 
collar in the form of infinite series, and then impose the 
boundary conditions to evaluate the coefficients. He is thus 
led to an infinite system of linear equations for the 
X 
2 
de termination of these coefficients» 
The method of solution of the proposed problem is to 
make use of a Tour1er sine transform which reduces the prob­
lem to the solution of a pair of dual integral equations. A 
formal solution of these equations is obtained by a method 
due to Tranter (Ij.), which reduces the problem still further 
to the solution of an infinite system of linear equations. 
In spite of the fact that the present method and Okubo's 
method both require the solution of an infinite system it is 
felt that the former is somewhat more general in that it is 
not necessary to assume a particular form for the solution. 
The final portion of this thesis is concerned with a 
numerical example in which an attempt is made to determine 
the stresses and displacements on the axis of the cylinder 
and the normal stress on its lateral surface. The results 
indicate that a more extensive numerical treatment would be 
required if one were interested in the precise nature of the 
stress distributions, especially on the boundary of the cyl­
inder. The results on the axis, however, give a good quali­
tative description of behavior of the stresses and displace­
ments in the cylinder. 
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REVIEW OP GENERAL EQUATIONS 
In a homogeneous, isotropic, elastic medium subjected to 
surface tractions and/or surface displacements, there exists 
at each point of the medium a system of stresses and strains 
related by the generalized Hooke's law. In the sequel it will 
be seen that cylindrical coordinates (r,0,z) are best suited 
for the formulation and solution of the proposed problem. In 
addition it will be evident that all pertinent quantities are 
independent of 6. Hence the shear stresses cr^g, Oq2, the 
shear strains erg, &qz, and the displacement component u@ are 
identically zero. 
Of the three equilibrium equations which the stresses 
must satisfy, one is satisfied identically due to the axial 
symmetry, and the other two are, in the absence of body forces, 
9<*rr ^°rz °rr ~ CT00 
+ + = 0 , (1) 
dr dz 
+ + -52- - 0 . (2) 
dr dz 
The generalized Hooke's law relating the components of stress 
and strain is 
Eerr = °ri> - c(<?ee + °zz > » 
E©00 = cr6e - cr{arv + <?zz) , 
(3) 
Eezz = azz " *(<fcr + ^ 86 ^ > 
Eerz = (1 + cr) crrz . 
h 
The strain-displacement relationships are 
dUy> tip du.z 
err = —;—— 5 eee » ezz = 
ar ' r ' 8z ' 
2erz = -5^- + JSSL 
( k )  
dz dr 
Finally, the strain coniponents are not independent but are 
related by the six compatibility equations, two of which 
are satisfied identically in the case of axial symmetry, 
and the remaining four become, when written in terms of the 
stresses, 
2(crr — °ee) 1 d2© 
 ^ ?—- + — -jr- - o . 
ioee + - "89 > + _L_ 1 J2. _ o 
r2 1 + a r dr 
(5) 
1 
z z  +  TTZ = 0  '  
b>°vz ~ Opz 1 d © 2 + . 
r 1 + ct drdz 
= 0 • 
5 
STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM 
• Consider an infinite, homogeneous, isotropic, elastic 
solid, circular cylinder of radius a. A coaxial, finite, 
rigid collar is to be shrink-fitted on the cylinder, produc­
ing a known contact displacement in the radial direction over 
the length of the collar. It is then required to find the 
stresses and displacements throughout the cylinder. 
Let the cylinder be referred to a cylindrical coordinate 
system (r,0,z ), with z measured along the axis of the cylin­
der. Then, by the obvious axial symmetry, all pertinent quan­
tities are independent of 0. Further, - if the origin of coor­
dinates be taken at the midpoint of the collar, attention can 
be restricted to the region 0 < z < oo and 0 < r < a . 
A stress function l}r(r,z) suitable for axially symmetric 
elastic problems in which the medium is homogeneous and iso­
tropic, and in which there are no body forces has been given 
by Love (5, p. 276). His results are ; 
• ir ( "* - Ï -S-) • 
( 6 )  
a™ = ir{ - -0-) • 
= iK --S-) • 
6 
Equilibrium equation (1) is satisfied identically by the stress 
components given in terms of ijf by equations (6). The second 
equilibrium equation and the four compatability equations are 
also satisfied if the stress function is biharmonic, i.e., if 
Tjr(r,z) satisfies the equation 
AAt = A®t = 0 . (7) 
The displacement components are then given by 
1 + or a2t 
, 
E drdz 
uz - 1 * af2(l-o)àt - 9 ^ 
(8) 
E V dz! 
7 
BOUNDARY COEDITIONS 
Let the region of contact between the shr ink-f itted 
collar and the cylinder be of length 2h, and let the dis­
placement produced by the collar be given by (-g(z)), where 
g(z) is symmetric about z = 0. If it is assumed further 
that the contact surfaces are friction'less, then the bound­
ary conditions are 
°P2 1 r=a = ® > 0 < z < oo , (9) 
^r I r=a = — s(^) » 0 < z < h # (10) 
arr I r=a = 0 , z > h , (11) 
and 
all stress and displacement (12) 
components vanish at infinity. 
The minus sign in boundary condition (10) occurs since it 
is convenient to regard g(z) as positive in the direction 
of increasing r. 
Since the stress and displacement components are given 
in terms of derivatives of the stress function Tjr, the bound­
ary conditions (9) - (12) are essentially conditions on fî 
hence the problem has been reduced to the solution of the 
mixed boundary value problem consisting of equation (7)- and 
boundary conditions (9) - (12). 
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REDUCTION TO EQUIVALENT DUAL INTEGRAL EQUATIONS 
It will be shown that the solution of the mixed, boundary 
value problem can be reduced to the solution of a pair of dual 
integral equations. For this purpose it is convenient to in­
troduce the Fourier transform of ijl with respect to z. Inspec­
tion of equations (6) and (8) shows that ctqq, ffzz, and u%. 
would be even functions of z if ljr(r,z) were an odd function of 
z. Also, the even or odd character of crz and uz will be the 
same as that of $(r,z). From the obvious symmetry with re­
spect to the plane z = 0, the components of normal stress and 
radial displacement must be even functions of z; whereas the 
coniponents of shear stress and axial displacement must be odd 
functions of z. Hence $(r,z) must be an odd function of z. 
It is therefore appropriate to consider the Fourier sine 
transform of Tjr given by 
2 r f(r,p) = I f(r,z) sin pz dz . (13) 
* X 
Then, once tr(r,p ) has been obtained, ljr(r,z ) is given by 
Fourier's inversion theorem as 
f(r,z) = $(r,p) sin pz dp . (1I4.) 
The procedure to be followed is to transform equation (7) 
through the use of equation (13), which will lead to a differ­
ential equation for Tjr as a function of r with the transform 
9 
variable p appearing as a parameter. Once this equation has 
been solved, subject to boundary conditions equivalent to (9)-
(12), inversion ,by equation (1I4.) will give the solution for 
the stress function ljr(r,z). Equations (6) and (8) will then 
give the stress and displacement components. 
The transformation of equation (7)" can be formally ob­
tained in two steps. Let f(r,z) = A$ so that Af = A8^. Then, 
by equation (13) 
2 
% 
-00 -CO 
AsTfr sin pz dz = \ Af sin pz dz . 
% 
Now 
,CO .CO CO 
Af sin pz dz = + — — I \ f sin pz dz + 
idr2 r dr 
o 
d2f 
dz: 
sin pz dz 
1 d 
.CO 
+ ) \ f sin pz dz + 
dr2 r dr 
-, 00 
df 
dz 
sin pz 
- £pf cos pz 
CO .CD 
- P f sin pz dz 
dr* 
1 a 
r dr 
CO 
f sin pz dz , 
J 
if it is assumed that the bracketed expressions vanish. 
Repetition of the above process, after f(r,z) has been re­
placed by Aljr, gives 
10 
.CO 
\ A2t sin pz dz = 
TZ 
d Id 
dr2 r dr 
- P — I ijrCrjZ) sin pz dz 
* Jo 
d 1 d sa \ JL.. \ 
- P ) ?(r,p ) , 
dr2 r dr 
in view of equation (13). Hence the differential equation for 
Tjr corresponding to the transform of equation (7) is 
dr5 r dr 
- p2) $(r,p) = 0 . (15) 
In the process of obtaining equation (15>), it has been 
assumed that the following bracketed expressions, obtained by 
partial integration, vanish: 
—. CO 
dz 
at 
dz 
(•At) sin pz = 0 , 
sin pz 
oo 
= 0. , 
At cos pz 
t cos pz 
CO 
= 0 , 
CO (16) 
= 0 . 
In view of boundary condition (12), it will be assumed that 
t(r,z) and its derivatives up to and including the third order 
vanish at infinity; hence the brackets in equations (16)vanish 
at the upper limit. As to the lower limit, those brackets con­
taining the factor sin pz will vanish provided 
-JL (At) and _JÉ_ 
3z dz 
11 
are bounded for z = 0, a condition which must hold if the 
stresses and displacements are to be finite on the plane 
z = 0. The two brackets containing the factor cos pz will 
vanish at z = 0 since Tjr(rsz) is an odd function of z. 
To obtain the solution of equation (l£), it is convenient 
to proceed as follows. Let 
,2 
H(r,p) =( d& • p2) $(r,p), 
Vdr r dr / 
then 
+ 1 _ÉS_ _ psH = o . (17) 
dr r dr 
Equation (17) is Bessel's equation for the modified functions 
of order zero; hence its solution is 
H(r,p) = Ci%o(pr) + c2Ko(pr) , (18) 
where c^ and cs are, in general, functions of the parameter p, 
Now equation (l£) becomes 
 ^ d + - — - p2) t(r,p) = c^ Io(pr) + C0Eo(pr).(19) 
dr2 r dr 
The general solution of equation (19) is of the form 
t(r,p) = A(r,p) IQ(pr) + B(r,p) Kc(pr) , (20) 
where the functions A(r,p) and B(r,p) are to be determined by 
the method of variation of parameters. This method imposes on 
12 
the two functions, A(rsp) and B(r,p), the conditions 
!<>=") -##-=& Cilo(p^) + c2K0(pr) 
(21) 
Io(Pr) + Ko(Pr) -H- = 0 , dr 
where the primes on I0(pr) and K0(pr) denote differentiation 
with respect to their argument (pr ) „ The determinant of the 
coefficients in the system (21) is (6, p. 80) 
I^(pr) Kq(pr) 
I0(pr) K0(pr) 
= Iq(pr)Kq(pr) - I0(pr)Ko(pr) 
= - w(I (pr), Eg(pr)} 
pr 
(22) 
where W {I0(pr), Kc(pr is the ¥r on ski an of the fundamental 
solutions of the homogeneous equation 
+ à 5S _ p=u = o 
dr2 r dr 
The solution of the system (21) is easily seen to be 
3A 
dr 
3B 
dr 
= r [ci-I0(pr)Ko(pr) + c2KQ2(pr )j , 
= - r £cxl0s(pr) + csI0(pr)K0(pr) 
(23) 
(2W 
From equations (23) and (2^.) it follows that the functions 
13 
A(r,p) and B(rsp) are given by 
A(rsp) = cx(p) j rIQ (pr)K0(pr) dr + c2(p)J* rK02(pr) dr + c3(p), (25) 
B(r,p) = - cx(p) J rl02(pr) dr - c2(p ) J rIQ(pr )KQ (pr) dr + c4(p) , (26) 
where c3(p ) and c4(p) are arbitrary functions of p. Thus the 
solution of equation (19) is obtained once the integrals in 
equations (25) and (26) are known0 It may be verified by dif­
ferentiation and the recurrence relationships for the modified 
Be s sel functions that 
j* rl02(pr) dr = -|- r2 IQ2(pr) - Ii2(pr) 
J rK0 2 , x , 1 % (pr) dr = — r 2 
rI0(pr)Kc(pr) dr = ^  rz 
K0 (pr) - Kx (pr) 
I0(pr)K0(pr) + Ii(pr)K1(pr) 
(27) 
where Ix (pr ) and Kx(pr) are the modified Be s sel functions of 
order one. 
From equations (25)s (26) and (27) it follows upon sub­
stitution into equation (20) that the general solution of 
equation (19) is of the form 
f(r,p) = A(p) I0(pr) + B(p)prlx(pr) + 0(p)Ko(pr) 
+ D(p)prKx(pr) , 
(28) 
where A(p),..., D(p) are arbitrary functions of p. 
Since the stresses and displacements must be finite at 
llj-
r = 0, inspection of equation (28) shows that C(p) and D(p) 
must be zero as the Bessel functions KQ(pr) and Kx (pr ) are 
infinite at r = 0. Thus the transform of the stress function 
becomes. 
The stresses and displacements are found by transforming 
equations (6) and (8), substituting for ijr from equation (29), 
and then inverting by equation (llj.). This is formally equiva­
lent to differentiating $(r,z) as given by equation (30). 
To transform the first three of equations (6) and the 
first of equations (8), it is convenient to define the Fourier 
cosine transform of a function g(r,z) as 
in contrast to its Fourier sine transform defined earlier as 
t(r,p) = A(p)I0(pr) + B(p)prli(pr) , (29) 
and inversion gives 
t(r,z) = [ A(p)I0(pr) + B(p)prlx(pr)j 
O 
sin pzdp . (30) 
x O g(r,p) = J=_ g(r,z ) cos pz dz , 
o 
Thus 
O 
sin pz dz 
15 
= Pg(r,p) , (31) 
where it has been assumed that g(r,z) is such that the brack­
eted expression vanishes. It will be seen that this is a 
valid assumption in view of the argument following equations 
(16). Thus the Fourier cosine transform of <rrI. becomes 
CO 
Of p 
cos pz dz —-
% TC 
<jA  ^) cos pz dz 
dz v dr®/ 
= p f CJÀ t - Ut 
x drs 
= P i - p = ) * - d y r  Vdrs dr2 
— c pfp- t — psf] — (1 — c ) pf , 
tt 
where the primes on ijr denote differentiation with respect to 
r. Hence, upon inversion, 
.00 
°rr = c P f ^ - P8t)- (1 - cr) pf 
• » »  
cos pz dp» (32) 
In a similar fashion the other stresses and displacements are 
given by 
'ee ~ i 1 — pS^ | - (1 - O") t cos pz dp9.(33) 
CTzz = 
°rz = 
(2 - a)p(t"+ i t')-(l-ff)p3t 
0 
rOO 
(1 - a)( f,n+ i.Tjrn_ ^"1"]+ o-p3TjrT 
cos pz dp> (3I4.) 
sin pz dp, (35) 
16 
ur = I -pTjr1 cos pz dp , E 
1+CT 
UZ ~ E j" 2(1 -  a  ) ( t"  + p  1^4 -  (1-  2ct)p s  sin pz dp . (37) 
If the expression for $(r,p), as given by equation (29), is 
substituted into equations (32) - (37) there results the fol­
lowing expressions for the stresses and displacements: 
Qrr = 
aee 
A(p)-^yix(pr) - I0(pr)} -B(p )f (1 - 2c)I0(pr) + 
LL 
+ prIx(pr)H p® cos pz dp , (38) 
-A(p)-1_ Ix(pr) - (1-2CT) B(p)l0(pr)lp3 cos pz dp, (39) pr 
'zz = j" A(p )IQ (pr ) + B(p)[2(2-cr)l0(pr) + 
0 + prlx(prjj p3 cos pz dp, (1^.0) 
°rz -
Up = 
| A (p )lx (pr ) + B(p)f2(l-a)lx(pr) + 
0 + prlc(pr)|j p3 sin pz dp, 
c°° 
( j^A(p)Ix(pr) + B(p)prI0(pr)J ps cos pz dp, L+O E 
(W 
(1*2) 
Uz 
- HT I j^A(p)I0(pr) + B(p)-[lj.(l - a )IQ(pr) + 
° + prlx(pr)|j ps sin pz dp. (I4.3)  
In the above Integral expressions for the stresses and 
displacement s s the functions A(p) and B(p) are still unknown. 
The boundary conditions are imposed to evaluate them. From 
equations (9) and (ijl), it follows that 
(  ^ A ( p ) l x ( p a )  +  B ( p ) [ 2 ( l  -  c  ) I x ( p a )  +  
° +• paIQ (pa)jj p3 cos pz dp E 0 
for all values of z. Hence the integrand must vanish and 
I 0 ( p a )  A  ( p  )  =  -  B ( p )  2 ( 1  -  c r  )  +  p a  
I i ( p a )  .  
Next, equations (10) and ( Î4 .2)  imply that 
L+O" 
E 
CO 
A ( p ) I x ( p a )  +  
+  B ( p ) p a l 0 ( p a )  pc cos pz dp = --g(z), 
which, upon substitution from equation (Ijif), becomes 
( b k )  
Ii(pa)psB(p) cos pz dp = _ E ^ _  g ( z ) ,  0  <  z  <  h  .  ( 1 ^ . 5 )  
2(l-o-") 
Finally, equations (11) and (38)  require that 
v. CO 
j  A ( p )  I x  ( p a )  -  I 0 ( p a ) j >  -  B ( p ) [  ( 1  -  2 c r  ) I 0 ( p a )  +  
+ pal1(pa)^j p3 cos pz dp = O, z > h, 
which, upon substitution from equation (I4J4.), becomes 
18 
. CO 
I i  ( p a )  — 2 (1 — o ) + 
+  p = a 2 f  J °  ( p a )  
1% (pa) 
- 1 p 2 B ( p )  c o s  p z  d p  =  0  s  z  >  i i .  ( 1 | . 6 )  
Equations (1*.5) and (46) are a pair of dual integral equations 
for the determination of B(p). However, the solution of 
these equations is more readily obtained if the trigonometric 
function cos pz is written in terms of a Bessel function of 
the first kind of order - x/z . The desired relationship is 
c o s  p z  =/ %pz J 1/ (pz ) • 
- /z 
(k-7) 
Hence the equations (Ij.5) and (1*6) become«, upon substitution 
from equation (1*7), 
I i ( p a ) B ( p ) p ^ 2  J  i/ ( p z )  d p  = 5-
~ / 2 
0 < z < h, (1*8) 
\/2Îr (1 - a2) Vz" 
. CO 
I i ( p a )  2 (1 — o ) — 
- pvfI°8(,pa) . j 
.IT ( p a )  
5/p 
B ( p  ) p  J  i /  ( p z  )  d p  =  0  5  z  >  h .  ( l j . 9  )  
- /z 
The form of these equations can be simplified if one defines 
19 
I x ( p a ) B ( p  ) p  / 2  =  f ( P }  i , (50) 
I Q g ( p a )  
IxS(Pa) 
2 ( 1 - < y ) -  p s a s  f  T ° g  ( p a )  -  1  
G(P) = — , (5l) 
-2(l-o) + p2as ( Iq (pa) _ \ 
I i 8 ( p a )  
P = : • (52) 
V2s (1 - a") 
With definitions (50) - (£2), equations (ij.8) and (1^ .9 ) become 
J 
[  G ( p ) f ( p ) J  ( p z )  d p  =  ( 3  è h l l  ,  0  <  z  <  h  ,  (53) 
- Z2 
V5" 
-OO 
j  f ( p ) J _ i ^  ( p z )  d p  =  6  ,  z  >  h  .  ( % . )  
Once f (p) has been found from the dual integral equations (53) 
and (54), then B(p) is given by 
B ( p )  =  - . (55) 
P  I i ( p a )  
20 
FORMAL SOLUTION OF THE DUAL INTEGRAL EQUATIONS 
The method to be used for the solution of the dual inte­
gral equations (53) and (54) was first given by Tranter. As 
Tranter's method is.quite recent, it seems appropriate to 
give the details of his method as applied to the present prob­
lem. Briefly, the method is to assume a solution for f(p) in 
the form of a Neumann series of Be s sel functions with unde­
termined coefficients which satisfies equation (54)t and then 
to choose these coefficients in such a way that equation (53) 
is also satisfied. This procedure leads to an infinite sys­
tem of linear equations for the determination of the coeffi­
cients. 
More precisely, the details of Tranter's method are as 
follows. Consider the integral. 
I(m,z ) = 
which has the value (7* p. 35) 
p1^ J2m(Ph)J_i^(pz) dp , (56) 
1  /  2  /  i  i l  z 2 \  
I(m,z ) = { hV^F -m+= ? à? W)> 0 < z < h , 
(57) 
0 , z > h 9 
where 2FX is Gauss1 hypergeometrie function with the indicated 
arguments. In view of equations (56) and (57) it follows 
that the second of the dual integral equations is satisfied 
if f(p) has the form 
21 
f (p) = 2Z Jsm(pk) » (58) 
m=x 
where the am are the tua determined coefficients mentioned pre­
viously. It remains to determine these coefficients so that 
the first of the dual integral equations is also satisfied. 
For this purpose a preliminary result is required. Applica­
tion of Hankelrs inversion theorem (8, p. 52) to equation (56) 
gives 
/ ,co 
P~ J-smtph) = zl(m,z)j_y (pz) dz , 
O 
and substitution for I(m,z ) as given by equation (57) yields 
K 
z 2 9 ) dz . (59) 
O 
The hyp e r ge ome trie function appearing in the integrand of 
equation (59) can be written in the form 
( 2 
aF^ m +i, -m +ij |~) = |l - ~.j 2FX (-m,m;i; iL-j , 
when use is made of the well known transformation (7» p. 8) 
c-^ a ~b 
aFx(a,b|c;t) = (1-t) sFx(c-a,c-b;c;t) . 
Now the Jacob! polynomials, ^ 1(a,p,t), are defined in terms 
of hype rge ome trie functions as (7, p. 83) 
,-y= 
J2M (ph,~ I Vf' 
22 
%a(a,P,t) s 2Fx(-m,m+a$ P ? t) ; 
hence equation (59) can be written in the form 
p"1^ Jsm(pb) = 
= 5VI j z%(1" 22'V2 i-S) J-yB(pz' 62 • (60) 
which is the desired preliminary result. 
Substitution of equation (58) into equation (53) gives 
I  G ( p )  f  5  J - ] ^ ( P z )  d p  =  p £ l 5 _ l ,  0  <  z :  <  h  ,  
Jo X m=i / , Vz 
and if the series is assumed to be uniformly convergent, the 
order of summation and integration may b~e interchanged to 
give 
.CO 
22 ^m \ P 2^ G(p)jgm(ph)j_]/(pz) dp = e£01 , 0 < z <h. (61) 
m=i Vz 
When equation (6l) is multiplied by 
—1/ 
z ^ ^1 ^n^O, — , » (n= 2, 3, . • • ) , 
and integrated with respect to z from 0 to h, assuming that 
the order of integration may be interchanged, it becomes 
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co ^ ~~ *^3 
è am ( P^&vP ) Jem(ph) dp 5"n(o,|(pz ) dz 
J© -'O 
=  P  f  g ( z ) ( l -  ^  y  n ( o , | - , ^  d z  .  (62) 
In view of the preliminary result, equation (62) can be writ­
ten in the form 
CO .CO 
IZam ( G-(p)J2Ia(ph)Jsn(ph) dp = 
m=i J 
RX/4 . 
= h/i ( 8(Z,(1"ir) 3n(o,l,^ dz . (63) 
Equation (63)  can be written in a more convenient form if use 
is made of the integral (7, p. 35) 
-1 
P Jsm(ph)JSI1(ph) dp = 
G 
mn 
TN * 
(6W 
Hence if one adds and subtracts the integral 
CO 
«m 
-x 
P JsmCP^^sntph) dp 
in equation (63) ,  one obtains 
9. f 
rr" + 22 am ( f G-(p) - p ) J2m(ph) J2n(ph) dp = 
^ m=a- J. 
2 k 
1/ 
— /£ S
= h- /F  ]  s ( z ) ( i  •  f )  • ( o '=*F)  a z  •  
o 
The Infinite system (65) may be written in the form 
(65) 
OP 
an xr—" 
i~~ + / . Dm.n&m - R(n) , (n = 1,2,3, ...) , (66) 
^ m=x 
if one defines 
Lm,n = ( ^G(p) - P ^ Jsm(Ph)J'sn(ph) dp (6?) 
O 
and 
R(n) = hVl" [ g(z) (x " ^n(0,i ,p-) dz * (68) 
'O 
The reason for employing equation (6I4 . )  to write equation (63)  
in the form (66) is that for large p the asymptotic behavior 
of G(p) is of the form 
-1 
G ( p ) ^ p  ?  
hence the numerical evaluation of the integrals Lm n will be 
more feasible. It follows from the symmetry of the problem 
with respect to the plane z = 0, that g(z) must be an even 
function of z. Thus one may write 
s(z)  L iS ^  ' ( 6 9 )  
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where the b^. can be determined from the orthogonality proper­
t ies  of  the  Jacobi  polynomials ,  which are  (7 ,  p.  83)  
0 , K^N , 
f' ~Vs 
J  \ 1 -  ? k ( 0 9 | . s t s )  j£n(0, - , t 2 )  d t  =  ç  ,  k = n = i = 0 ,  ( 7 0 )  
^ , k=n=0. 
Hence, substitution of equation (69)  into equation (68) ,  
gives 
.T% 
" ' ' ^  ' *r.S) dz . (71) R ( n )  
-  f / l C s b k  j t 1 "  g r )  S ; r k ( o , | » p - )  n ( o , | ,  
If the substitution t = z/îi is made in equation (71),. it be-
c ome s 
00 1 
B ( n )  =  p y f  b k  5 k ( 0 , i . , t s ) ? n ( 0 , | , t 2 )  d t ,  ( 7 2 )  
O 
and since n= 1,2,3,..., it follows from equations (70) and 
(72) that 
R(n) =7 bn , (n=1,2,3,...) • (73) 
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NUMERICAL EXAMPLE 
As an example of the previous results, a particular case 
is considered in which a = h = 1, a — 0.25, and 
g(z ) = e(1 - z4 ). The values of the stresses and displace­
ments are computed on the axis of the cylinder and an attempt 
to determine the normal stress on the lateral surface is made. 
The first step is to determine the Lm#n appearing as 
coefficients of the unknowns in equations (66). Since 
the L m # n  are given as  inf ini te  integrals  in  equation (67) ,  
— X' 
and because G(p) behaves asymptotically like p ; it is as­
sumed that the major contributions of these integrals could 
be obtained by integrating from 0 to 5o„ The evaluation of 
the integrals was done on the I.B.M. 650 at Iowa State Col~ 
l e g e .  
"Prom- the chosen form of g(z ), it readily follows that 
one may write 
g ( z )  =  e ( 1  -  z 4 )  
= ^ e(5^0 + kZFi -  ^ 2 )  •  
Hence the b%. appearing in equation (69)  are 
BO = = % , B2 = % , 
and from equation (73) it follows that 
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R( l )  = e(3 V2yQ , E(2) = - e(3 V~ 2 Ï ,  
while all other RT s are zero. Thus the first two equations 
of the infinite system are non-homogeneous while the remain­
der of them are homogeneous. 
The next step is to determine how many equations of the 
infinite system (66) are required. Twenty equations are con­
sidered adequate for reasons to be mentioned later. The next 
step is to solve the 20 x 20 system for the'â^, and this was 
also done on the I.B.M. 650. As an internal check on the 
machine calculations, the equations were solved in groups of 
5x5, 10 x 10, 15 x 15, and 20 x 20 respectively, and those 
values of a^ which could be compared agreed very well. 
To justify the above assumption that twenty equations 
are sufficient, the values of the am obtained were substi­
tuted into equation (58) and the partial sums were evaluated 
for those values of p at which Jsm(p) attains its maxima and 
minima. It was found that the first five terms accounted for 
approximately 85 per cent of the sum of all twenty terms. 
For this reasoti it seems that twenty of the should give a 
good approximation to the actual solution of the infinite 
system. 
The integral expressions for the stresses and displace­
m e n t s  a r e  g i v e n  b y  e q u a t i o n s  ( 3 8 )  -  ( 1 ^ 3 ) .  H o w e v e r ,  t o  f a ­
cilitate this numerical evaluation, it is convenient to have 
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integral expressions for the combinations CTrp + Oqq + cr22, 
<7rr + Oqq and Cq0. The results are, for r = 0 
F 00 
arr + °ee + °zz ~ f 1 B(p)p3 cos pz dp , 
.0° 
°"rr + <*00 = \ f \ + P i ° ( p )  )  B ( p  ) p 3  c o s  p z  d p  ,  ( 7 5 )  
r00 
1  I  f l  .  I 0 ( P )  \  >  3  
2  *  I i ( p )  
Cge = — 1 ( - + P —) B(p)p cos pz dp , (76) 
^RZ — ® » ( 7 7 )  
00 
Eu„ = Z 5
4 
r - P 
i o ( p )  
i i ( p )  
B ( p ) p  s i n  p z  d p  ,  ( 7 8 )  
Up = 0. ( 7 9 )  
For r = 1, the normal stress arr is given by 
.CO 
°rr = p IsM . ( p , +  ± )  M z l  
I i ( p )  V  2 p /  ic(p) 
I o ( p ) B ( p ) p ^ c o s p z  d p .  ( B o )  
It must be remembered that the function B(p) appearing in 
equations (74) - (80) is now known and is given by equation 
(55). 
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For r = 0, the function B(p) decreases rapidly with in­
creasing p| thus the integrations can be carried out by inte­
grating with a unit interval from 0 to 20. For r = 1, the 
factor I0(p)* being a rapidly increasing function, cancels 
the decreasing nature of B(p) and makes it necessary to per­
form the integration with a much larger upper limit. It is 
necessary, due to the lack of more extensive tables, to stop 
the integration at 100 and the result in this case indicates 
clearly that this is not sufficient to determine the precise 
nature of the normal stress distribution on the lateral sur­
face . 
Each of the integrals in equations (74) - (80) are of 
the form 
and a method due to Filon (9), which avoids the numerical 
difficulty involved in the evaluation of integrals with 
rapidly oscillating integrands, is used to perform the inte­
grations. The results are indicated in the following fig­
ures. 
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0.5 
1.0 2.0 
o.5 
Figure 1. Distribution of stresses arr and Cqq 
for r = 0 
zz 
2.0 1.0 
- 0.5 
Figure 2. Distribution of stress <7ZZ for r = 0 
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E^z 
1.0 2.0 
Figure 3. Distribution of axial displacement Euz 
for r = 0 
Figure Distribution of normal stress oi— for 
r = 1 
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It seems rather obvious from Figures 1 - 1}., especially 
Figure 1|_, that the results obtained are qualitative rather 
than quantitative descriptions of the true nature of the 
stress and displacement distributions. For example, it seems 
physically impossible that uz could become negative as indi­
cated in Figure 3» however, the rapid decrease of the curve 
indicates qualitatively the nature of the axial displacement. 
Similar remarks apply to the curves in Figures 1, 2 and 
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